
A WARM WELCOME BACK EVERYONE! 
We are delighted to welcome back our HASC Swimmers, Coaches, Volunteers and family supporters. 
It has been 5 months and a lot has happened. As a club, and as parents, we understand that a return 
to swimming is going to be a mixture of both excitement and nerves. The emphasis is very much on 
making sure everyone is comfortable with the new set up, regaining swimming fitness and enjoying 
being back in the water in a safe manner. Unlike land based sports, swimming comes with many more 
challenges when faced with the current situation, but we have worked extremely hard to ensure we 
have taken all measured put in place by SASA, our governing body, and worked closely with Live 
Argyll, our pool operator, to ensure a smooth and safe return to water. We are looking forward to our 
swimmers getting back to the sport they love and benefit from all the physical and mental benefits 
swimming affords. We have prepared some information to hopefully answer questions on what to 
expect when returning to club swimming this week. I will try to cover off everything but this is an 
ever-changing situation and we will be adapting procedures as we go and as guidelines change. We 
will be assessing the situation at each training session to learn lessons and will continue to liaise with 
Live Argyll and SASA to make this work safely, smoothly and with minimal disruption for our 
swimmers and volunteers. 
Please can I ask that you take time to read the following information and talk through relevant parts 
with your swimmer to relay important bits of information and field any questions they may have. 
Should you have any questions, please do get in touch and either myself or one of the coaching squad 
or committee team will do our best to answer your queries via FaceBook or email.  
 
Covid Team 
We have appointed a new Covid Team consisting of Covid Liaison Officers (C.L.O.’s) lead by a Covid 
Liaison Manager (C.L.M.) from our already P.V.G compliant and SASA registered volunteer cohort.  We 
are extremely fortunate to have volunteers in our club who already work with Covid compliance 
procedures in a professional capacity..  
 
Training Focus & Pool Etiquette 
Inevitably, swimming fitness and possibly a little water confidence for our younger swimmers will be 
diminished. This is to be expected after such a long period out of the pool. Please reassure your 
swimmer that this is ok and we will be working to rebuild stamina and technique but this will take a 
little bit of time and they need to be patient with themselves. There aren’t swimming competitions 
scheduled for the rest of this year and so there is no rush. All clubs and all swimmers are in the same 
situation, which makes for an even playing field (or swimming pool). Coaches will talk swimmers 
though some new lane etiquette measures on their arrival poolside until swimmers become familiar 
with the new set up. Squads will swim in 3 x double width lanes with a maximum of 9 swimmers per 
lane to allow for extra space. Under 12’s will not have to socially distance in the pool but we ask that 
they respect a 2 meter distance poolside, in the changing village and when entering the pool building. 
Under 12’s will be grouped together in lanes where possible. Swimmers over 12yrs will be grouped 
together in lanes and will remain socially distanced in and out of the pool. This will all we explained by 
the coaching team but I wanted to give you as much information as possible in case you are getting 
asked a lot of questions from your child.  
 
Drop off & Pick Up 
In the interest of reducing the number of people in the building at any one time, we ask that 
swimmers be dropped off outside the pool building with everything they need.  Parents will not be 
allowed into the building unless for specific reasons (such as talking to a coach about a child’s 
medication). We ask that swimmers respect Scottish Government guidelines of 2m social distancing 
and wear a mask in the changing area  
In the interest of safety, please ensure you escort younger swimmers to the pool door, where they 
will be greeted by a club volunteer (C.L.O.) and signed in to their session. At the end of a session, 
swimmers are asked to be checked out by a club volunteer at the door, and in the case of younger 
swimmers we ask a parent or guardians pick up their swimmer from the pool door.  
Volunteers will be on hand to help swimmers with the new one-way system and to supervise the 
changing village for first few weeks.  Please check our FaceBook page for regular updates. If you are 
not on FaceBook please email hasc.enquiries@gmail.com and someone will get back to you.  
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Instructions for attending HASC swimming training  
 
Always maintain social distancing of 2m, noting that this is not necessary for under 12 year olds but is 
good practice. 
 
Bring a face mask for use in the changing area (please label)  
 
Come to the pool ‘beach ready’ (in your swimming costume with a onesie or equivalent clothes that 
can be put on quickly). 
 
If your child needs help putting on swimming caps please ensure they arrive with this already on as 
coaches will not be able to help with this.  
 
No parents will be allowed into the sports centre, unless the coach needs to be advised of a medical 
problem.  
 
Only bring the kit that is required for the training session – check FaceBook for relevant coaches’ post.   
 
Remember to bring water but it must be in a labelled bottle. 
 
Bring a spare hat and goggles as you will not be able to borrow kit from another swimmer. 
 
Sanitise hands on entry. 
 
Register with COVID Liaison Officer, making them aware of any illnesses.  Hand over completed 
Health Survey if returning to the pool after a period of illness. 
 
Follow the one-way system into the changing room. 
 
Note that every other cubicle is available for changing, which limits the number of cubicles to 13.  Do 
NOT spend a lot of time in the cubicle and try not to touch any surfaces except the door. 
 
Put flip-flops or crocs on, leave the changing room and straight to your coach on poolside. 
 
Up to 9 people will be allowed to swim in a double lane. 
 
Do not touch any swimmers or your coach.  Try to keep 2m away from everyone. 
 
If you feel ill during the session, tell your coach, leave the pool and contact NHS. 
 
At the end of training, rinse your kit in the pool water. 
 
Return to the changing village via a sign posted one-way system. 
 
Do NOT have a shower. 
 
Change quickly, ideally putting onesie or similar on top of wet swimming costumer. 
 
Leave the pool via a one-way system back onto poolside and out through the café area. 
 
Sanitise hands before leaving building. 
 
Sign out with the CLO when your parents are there to collect you. 
 
When home, clean your equipment well with anti-bacterial wipes. 



 
 

INITIAL SESSION TIMETABLE ( Phase One) 

Squad Training Times 

Gold Monday 1800 – 1900hrs 
Thursday 1800 – 1900hrs 
Friday 1800 – 1900hrs 
Sunday 0930 – 1100hrs 

Silver Monday 1800 – 1900hrs 
Tuesday 1800 – 1900hrs  
Friday 1800 – 1900hrs 
Sunday 0930-1015hrs 

Bronze Tuesday 1800 – 1900hrs 
Friday 1700 – 1800hrs 
Sunday 1015-1100hrs 

Development Friday 1700 – 1800hrs 

Fitness Thursday 1800 – 1900hrs 
Sunday 1015 – 1100hrs 

 
Enrolment Forms & Fees 
Our club Membership Secretary has circulated all enrolment forms and permissions required for your 
swimmer. Information regarding fees will also be circulated. We will increase swimming time as we 
are allocated more pool time by Live Argyll and this will be reflected in club fees going forward. In the 
interest of everyone’s health and safety, if you have not filled in the forms then the swimmer cannot 
enter the pool. 
 
AGM  
This Thursday 3rd September is our club AGM. This will be taking place at 19:00 via Zoom this year. An 
email will be circulated with the Zoom link to attend, should you wish. We encourage as many club 
members to attend as possible. I hope that you will understand that this year our focus has been on 
getting back in the pool and that circumstances make having a prize giving difficult on many levels. As 
a result the AGM will not be accompanied by the Prize Giving, as is usually the case. We will update 
you on Prize Giving at a later date.  
 
Thank You 
Should you have any question about any of the above, please get in touch. This has been, and 
continues to be, a steep learning curve but we are committed to getting it right for the future for our 
swimmers and our club to ensure our proud history and passion for swimming endures. We celebrate 
the fact that we bring together families, young people and volunteers from so many schools, towns, 
villages and professions.  It is exactly this rich mix that makes our H.A.S.C community so special. In the 
current situation it is, more than ever, important to pull together and continue to provide a regular 
provision of quality swimming coaching and nurture team spirit to make this work for our swimmers. 
Thank you for your continued support, the swimmers for their patience and commitment to their 
sport. On a personal level, I would like to take this opportunity to say a heartfelt thanks to the 
committee team and coaching squad for their support, for going above and beyond in difficult 
circumstances and their unwavering belief in our club.  
 
Let’s just get back in and enjoy all the things we love about swimming again!  
 
Yours in swimming,  
 
Alex McEwan 
H.A.S.C President 


